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Abstra t
The di user ow is investigated experimentally and
des ribed theoreti ally in an ongoing e ort toward
ow ontrol guided by physi s-based, redu ed-order
models. The di user onsists of a straight hannel se tion and an asymmetri diverging se tion in
whi h the upper wall is aligned with the ow and the
lower wall is in lined at 23Æ. The Reynolds number based on maximum inlet velo ity and hannel
height is Re = 70000 and the in oming ow has a
fully developed turbulent boundary layer. The diffuser pressure re overy was found to be enhan ed
in the experimental studies by ex itation of oherent stru tures with a time-periodi a tuation (provided a ousti ally through a slot at the di user inlet). The experimentally observed ow response to
a tuation involving the formation of oherent vortial motion is qualitatively well des ribed by a twodimensional vortex-based model. In parti ular, the
pronoun ed vortex formation at an "optimal" a tuation frequen y orresponding to enhan ed pressure
re overy is observed. The pressure re overy me hanisms are dis ussed using a ontrol volume model
applied to experimental and theoreti al data.

1 Introdu tion
Separation phenomena are relevant to many industrial and military appli ations. Examples are external ows e.g. airfoils at large angle of atta k, and internal ows su h as aggressively expanding di users.
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oration of ow devi es, hen e the a tive pursuit of
separation ontrol.
Various means for preventing or delaying the onset
of separation have been proposed, in luding passive
methods su h as vortex generators, and a tive methods su h as steady blowing and su tion te hniques,
me hani al rotor type a tuators and syntheti jets
[1℄. In some studies, the use of unsteady a tuation for mitigating/delaying separation has been explored with the aim of redu ing a tuation penalties
when ompared to steady a tive methods. Me hani al a tuators at the surfa e lose to the separation
region have been studied in low speed ows [2℄[3℄.
Pulsed jets arranged on the surfa e of the ow past
a two-dimensional airfoil se tion were also used to
delay separation [4℄. The su ess of su h ontrol
has been attributed to to the ex itation of 'favorable' large-s ale organized motion in the ow. In numeri al simulations [5℄, the e e tiveness of unsteady
ontrol in hanging the ow stru tures was demonstrated at high Ma h number M and low Reynolds
number Re ow with laminar boundary layers. Separation ontrol of in ompressible, turbulent boundary layers in di users was numeri ally studied by
Driller [6℄. The adverse e e t of separation at an
airfoil with high angle of atta k was su essfully redu ed with periodi blowing by Wygnanski et al.
[7℄[8℄. A phenomenologi al explanation of the ontrol e e t was proposed, but a dynami al model of
the observed ow phenomena has not emerged.
Optimization of the ontrol parameters and re ommendation of new unsteady separation ontrol
strategies rely heavily on experimentation in laboratory s ale models with the hope that favorable
results will be obtained in full-s ale devi es. Numeri al simulations of separation ontrol te hniques
are expensive for high-Reynolds number ows, hen e
unsuitable for exploratory studies. The optimization
of for ing parameters requires redu ed-order models (ROMs), apturing the dominant/relevant oher-
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ent stru ture dynami s, the a tuation e e t and the
asso iated performan e a hievement. There exists
some re ent attempts to use redu ed-order models
for separation ontrol based on vortex models [9℄[10℄.
The aim of the present study is to evolve toward
model-based ontrol of oherent stru tures, allowing
substantially lowered a tuation requirements. The
goals are (1) to identify the key physi al phenomena responsible for pressure re overy, (2) to identify e e tive means/parameters for ontrolling these
phenomena and asso iated dynami s, (3) to develop
redu ed-order models linking a tuation with performan e, and (4) to attempt to assess the fundamental
limits of (a hievable) performan e. We hose a planar di user ow as a testbed for su h model-based
separation ontrol.
The manus ript is organized as follows. In x2, 3,
and 4, we des ribe the experimental setup, a vortexbased model for the ow evolution and a ontrolvolume model for the pressure re overy analysis, respe tively. In x5, orresponding experimental and
numeri al results are presented. These results are
dis ussed in x6. Finally (in x7), a summary of the
study and an outlook for the future dire tion is presented.

2

Experimental Setup

The experiments were performed in a twodimensional air fa ility at UTRC. A fa ility
s hemati , displaying the velo ity probe and stati
pressure tap lo ations, is shown in Fig. 1. The ow
was operated in the range 70000 < Reh < 140000,
with in oming fully developed turbulent boundary
layers; H (=5.08 m) is the inlet di user height.
The orresponding in oming ow speeds were in the
range of 20 m=s < U < 40 m=s. The length of the
expanding se tion is 4 hannel heights. The two expanding sides of the inlet onsist of exible plexiglas
pie es for a smooth transition to the di using se tion
(see Fig. 1). An asymmetri di user on guration
was studied with the upper wall in streamwise dire tion and the lower wall of the di user being moved
to vary the expansion angle.
A single hot- lm probe (model TSI 1210-20) was
used to measure unsteady velo ity signals (u(t) in
Fig. 1). Stati pressure taps mounted on the parallel side walls were onne ted to a Cetra pressure
transdu er via short tubes for mean as well as unsteady (up to 100 Hz ) pressure reo overy measurements. The performan e of the di user is des ribed
by the pressure re overy oeÆ ient Cp = p= 21 U 2 ,

reference station
(inlet velocity and static pressure)

∆ pexit (t)
U
2θ

u(t)

acoustic forcing

Figure 1: Experimental fa ility s hemati ; the

dashed lines indi ate the streamwise lo ations at
whi h mean and u tuation pro les of the velo ity
were measured (reported later).

the stati pressure di eren e p between the values
of a downstream pressure tab and the referen e tap
normalized with the dynami inlet pressure 21 U 2 .
Here, U denotes the inlet ore velo ity. A D-spa e
system was used for data a quisition and to generate
ontrol signals for ex itation. Smoke generated by
heating oil was used to visualize the ow patterns
under unfor ed and for ed ow onditions. A 2 m
thi k Nd:Yag laser sheet (pulsed at 10 Hz ) was used
to illuminate the smoke in a verti al plane on the
spanwise enterline of the di user. Long and short
exposure visualization images were re orded on a
VCR. A ousti for ing was used for ex itation. The
ex itation system omprises a 24 m  24 m  9 m
box with a wall-mounted 8" JBL speaker and a 20 m
long and 0:32 m wide slot providing e e tive ex itation in the range 20 Hz < f < 100 Hz . The slot
exit was mat hed to an 18 m long and 0:32 m wide
hannel whi h transitions to an angled slot at the
beginning of the expansion (see Fig. 1).

3

Vortex Model

We seek a moderate dimensional model that aptures the essential dynami features of the ow separation, roll up, and vortex pairing pro esses responsible for di user pressure re overy hara teristi s. Here, we represent the vorti ity eld by N
point vorti es, with individual ir ulations j and
positions zj . A ording to two-dimensional vorti ity formulation of the Navier-Stokes equation, the
vorti ity is simply arried with the uid at the loal velo ity, and it di uses at a rate proportional to
the inverse of the Reynolds number. In previous numeri al shear layer studies (e.g. Ghoniem and Ng
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[11℄), resear hers nd that the di usive omponent
of the vortex dynami s have little e e t on the intrinsi roll-up and pairing dynami s. Therefore, we
set Re = 1 and ignore di usion. Under these onditions, the evolution equations be ome ODEs:

z_ j = u(z j ; t); j 2 1; 2; 3; : : : ; N:
(1)
Here, the lo al velo ity u(z j ; t) depends on vorti ity

distribution, free-stream, and a tuator:
N
X

u(z j ; t) =

k=1;6=j

K (zj ; z k )

(2)

k

+u0 (zj ) + ua (z j ; t):

(3)

K denotes the kernel the Biot-Savart law for point
vorti es, u0 the steady potential free-stream, and ua
the unsteady potential sour e a tuator.
For the invis id ow, the appropriate boundary
ondition is the non-penetration ondition u  n^ = 0,
where n^ is a ve tor perpendi ular to the boundary.
This is fa ilitated with the aid of onformal mapping. The physi al domain is parameterized by the
omplex oordinate z = x + iy. To this we assoiate the transformed domain, Imf g  0. Both
are depi ted in Figure 2. We represent the anaζ

Γ

η

ξ0

ξ1
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ξ
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Figure 2: Transformed and physi al domains for the
di user problem.

transformation shown in Figure 2 whi h we shall use
throughout this paper, the derivative is given by

h( 1 )#
dz
;
=
d ( 0 )( 2 )#

where # is related to the di user angle  via # =
=. For our spe i problem, 0 = 0, 1 = 1, and
2 = h1=# . The pre-verti es 0 , 1 , and 2 map to
z0 , z1 , and z2 , respe tively.
Given a omplex velo ity potential  ( ) in the
transformed domain, we derive the orresponding
potential in the physi al plane as z (z ) :=  ( (z )).
The velo ity at a point z^ in the physi al domain is
thus al ulated by

v(^z) =

dz
dz

z =^
z

=

d
d

^

d
;
dz z^

(5)

where ^ =  (^z ).
Here, we shall pla e all ow elements in the transformed domain, then size and evolve them a ording
to (2) in the physi al plane. To begin, we pla e a
sour e at the  = 0 = 0 of strength 22 to represent the potential free-stream u0 in (2). With this
hoi e, the average ow speed U well upstream of
the expansion in the physi al domain is the length
L per unit time. For ea h vortex in the transformed
domain, Imf g > 0, we pla e an image vortex of
opposite ir ulation in the half plane Imf g < 0
in order to ensure that the non-penetration boundary ondition is satis ed at Imf g = 0. Sin e the
transformation is onformal ex ept at the two nite
verti es, the non-penetration ondition is preserved
in the physi al domain.
After onsiderable work, one obtains equations of
motions for the vorti es within the transformed domain. If we let j denote the position of the j th
vortex, then
"

d~ j
1
dj
=
2
dt jdz=d j d

#

i j d2 z
:
4(dz=d ) d 2

(6)

Here,

i j
log( j )
(7)
2
is the velo ity potential in the transformed domain
due to free-stream, a tuation and all vorti es ex ept
the j th one. The se ond term within the bra kets
in (6) omes from a limiting pro ess in the transformation, whi h in orporates the turning of the ow
~ j =  ( )

lyti transformation and inverse between the physial and transformed domains ompa tly by  (z ) and
z ( ). A ording to the S hwarz-Christo el theorem
[12℄, the derivative of the transformation may be expressed as a simple monomial. Spe i ally, for the

(4)
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around sharp orners. The fa tor outside the square
bra kets on the right hand side of (6) a ounts for
s aling in the transformation. Sin e we do not have
an expli it formula for the transformation in terms of
elementary fun tions, we have formulated the entire
problem in the transformed domain; all derivatives
are with respe t to transform variables.
Vortex elements are introdu ed into the ow in
order to satisfy an unsteady Kutta ondition at the
onvex orner z1 . New vortex strengths and lo ations are hosen to make the velo ity at  = 1 in
the transformed domain, and hen e make the velo ity in the physi al domain at z1 nite. We satisfy
the Kutta ondition by employing a variation of an
approa h developed by [13℄.
A new vortex is introdu ed into the model at ea h
time step. The separating shear-layer was found be
well resolved with fty vorti es being added ea h
onve tive unit of time. Care must be taken so that
the problem size does not grow without bound. Sufiently far downstream of the expanding se tion of
the physi al domain, we begin merging nearby vorti es. At about forty hara teristi lengths downstream of the expanding se tion, we remove the vorti es ompletely. The merging strategy is su essfully employed by Shiels [14℄ in very high resolution simulation of ow past a ir ular ylinder. The
strategy in our losed ow is ompli ated by the fa t
that strong vorti es whi h have gone through several
mergings o asionally get aught in a re ir ulation
zone whi h draw them upstream, a e ting the vortex dynami s in this sensitive regions in non-physi al
ways. To prevent this, we also in orporate a vortex
splitting s heme for vorti es traveling against the
mean ow.
Finally, to mimi the e e t of the a tuator in
the experiment, i.e. ua in (2) we pla e a variable
strength sour e on the real axis just downstream
of  = 1 . Below, we report results for whi h the
strength of this \sour e" is varied sinusoidally with
zero mean. The lo ation of the sour e and its amplitude are hosen arefully so that momentum ux
is omparable to that in the experiment, as well as
the velo ity at the pre-vertex 1 where the rate of
ir ulation produ tion is determined.

4

Control{Volume Model

In this se tion, the pressure re overy oeÆ ient asso iated with two streamwise lo ations is related to
the orresponding velo ity and u tuation pro les.
The resulting ontrol-volume model provides insight

in the upper bound for the pressure re overy and
how the sub-optimal di user performan e is linked
to mean ow and u tuations. The predi tions of
the ontrol-volume model are ompared with experimental data (x5.1) and employed in the vortex model
(x3, 5.2).
The ontrol-volume model is developed for in ompressible ow sin e the Ma h number in the di user
experiment is small (< 0:1) and sin e the vortex
model also assumes a divergen e-free velo ity eld.
The model is based on the boundary-layer approximation, i.e. the pressure eld is assumed to be dependent on the streamwise oordinate and the velo ity eld is assumed to be lo ally approximated
by parallel ow. The boundary-layer approximation
at the onsidered di user geometry, i.e. 23Æ in lination of the lower wall, stret hes the typi al range of
appli ability and is dis ussed after the derivation. A
se ond assumption is negligible internal dissipation.
This ideal- ow assumption is a ommonly used approximation if internal ow is dominated by a potential ore region [15℄. The pressure drop due to internal fri tion is shown to be negligible under more
general onditions [16℄.
Let x,y,z be the oordinates of a Cartesian oordinate system where the origin lies in the enter
of the plane separating the hannel and the diverging se tion of the di user (see Fig. 3). The x-axis
is aligned with the ow and the y-axis is normal
to the upper and lower wall of the hannel se tion,
and the z -axis orresponds to the spanwise dire tion. Let denote a domain in the di user asso iated with the x-interval x1 < x < x2 . In the sequel,
the subs ripts 1,2 refer to quantities in the planes
x = x1 and x = x2 , respe tively. The mass-averaged
velo ity and di user height at planes x = xn are
denoted by Un and Hn , respe tively. Typi ally,
x = x1 and x = x2 represent the di user inlet and
exit planes a ross whi h the pressure-re overy oefients are determined (x2). Let u,v,w denote the
velo ity omponents in x-, y-, and z -dire tion, respe tively, u = (u; v; w) the velo ity ve tor, p the
pressure,  the density and  the kinemati vis osity of the uid.
The boundary-layer approximation is employed
in the equation of ontinuity and the invis id energy balan e for the di user se tion x1 < x < x2 .
A straight-forward al ulation (see [16℄) yields the
pressure-re overy oeÆ ient Cp in terms of the ve-
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x=x1

reference points for Cp

x=x2
y
x

O
inlet profile

diffuser walls

v
u
exit profile

Figure 3: Di user geometry and oordinate system
lo ity and u tuation pro les,
p p
(8)
Cp = 12 21 = Cp0 + Cp1 ;
2 U1


H1 2 0
Cp0 = 01
2;
H2


H1 2 1
1
1
Cp = 1
2;
H2
where
Z
1
0
dy u3 =Un3; for n = 1; 2;
n =
hn Z
3
1
dy u (u0 )2 =Un3 for n = 1; 2:
n =
hn
The oeÆ ients 0n hara terize time-averaged proles. The value is unity for uniform ow u = Un
and larger for any non- onstant pro le. The value
of the oeÆ ient thus quanti es the deviation from
uniform ow. The oeÆ ients 1n vanishes for steady
ow and thus quantify the ontribution of unsteadiness to the pressure re overy. Present ontrolvolume models [15℄ negle t the e e t of unsteadiness, i.e. Cp1 . The pressure-re overy oeÆ ient of
potential ow Cppot = 1 [H1 =H2 ℄2 (see, e.g., [15℄),
an be onsidered as the upper limit for di user ow.
The ontrol volume model an easily be generalized for non-parallel ow assuming onstant pressure
a ross x = xn . The steady and unsteady ontribution of the v- omponent an be shown to be of
order O(v2 =U 2), assuming mean and u tuation of
the same order of magnitude. The w- omponent is
expe ted to be noti eably smaller than the u- and
v- omponent sin e it is not supported by a meanow produ tion me hanism. The mean omponent
of w an be expe ted to vanish or be small in a
nominally planar di user. In the present diagnosti study, errors of the order of 10% are onsidered

a eptable and the mean- ow ontribution an thus
be negle ted even for moderate di user wall in linations of  20Æ. However, the u tuation ontribution of the v- omponent may be omparable to the
one of the u- omponent. In this sense, Cp1 an be
onsidered an indi ator of the e e t of unsteadiness.
In x5.3, the ontribution of the u tuation to the
pressure-re overy oeÆ ient is shown to be small.
This justi es aposteriori the parallel- ow assumption.

5

Results

In this se tion, the experimental and theoreti al results for the natural and periodi ally for ed di user
ow are des ribed. In x5.1, the experimentally obtained velo ity dynami s and pressure re overy data
are outlined. In x5.2, orresponding simulations of
the vortex model are dis ussed. Finally x5.3, the
di user performan e is analyzed using the ontrolvolume model.

5.1 Experimental results for dynami
separation ontrol
The goal of the experimental studies was to explore
the sensivity of the large-s ale oherent stru ture dynami s on a tuation and how the oherent uid motion e e ts the di user performan e, i.e. pressure reovery. Thus, opportunities for eÆ ient a tive separation ontrol via oherent stru tures were explored
and the key physi s phenomena for redu ed-order
models were identi ed.
The ow eld of the asymmetri di user on guration, with a di user angle of 2  23Æ, is visualized
using smoke. Fig. 4 displays transitory stall with
large-s ale separation, reverse ow regions lose to
the di user inlet (see tu s on lower wall), and separated ow stru tures in the free-stream.
In open-loop for ing experiments, lo alized a ousti a tuators at the di user inlet a e t the separation dynami s. These diagnosti open-loop experiments enable exploration of the spatio-temporal
behaviour of the ow stru ture underlying separation. The experiments also allow for orrelating ow
stru tures with the pressure re overy oeÆ ient Cp .
Detailed experiments were performed at a few
speeds and a few angles asso iated whi h transitory/steady stall. The for ing levels used were relatively low and were xed for the results reported
here. The orresponding non-dimensional momentum oeÆ ient values are 0:2%. The pro edure for
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upper wall
flow

plitude (maintained onstant for all the ases). Furthermore, note that the peak magnitude of the velo ity amplitude provided by the a tuator is a fun tion
of the for ing frequen y alone, not the free-stream
ow speed. Thus, the separated ow dynami s di tate the hoi e of preferred frequen y bands for Cp
enhan ement.
0.25
U=20m/s

0.2

lower wall

U=30m/s

Cp

0.15

Figure 4: Instantaneous smoke visualization snap-

shot of the natural ow displaying large-s ale transitory stall in the di user at 2  23Æ and inlet velo ity U1 = 20 m=s.

U=40m/s
0.1

0.05

0

evaluating this measure of input ontrol energy from
velo ity measurements at the ex itation slot exit is
the same as that used in an separate study of a planar di user (see [17℄).
The for ing experiments reported here are for a
di user angle of approximately 23Æ . Figure 5 displays the magnitude of the frequen y response for
a ousti for ing in the range 10 Hz < f < 200 Hz ,
omputed between the for ing signal and the mean
pressure re overy oeÆ ient Cp re orded near the
di user exit (referen ed to the upstream stati pressure measurement) for three di erent maximum inlet ow speeds U1  20; 30; 40 m=s. The explored
frequen y range for the low-speed ow (20 m=s) orresponds to a Strouhal number range of 0:025 <
StH = Hf=U1 < 0:50 based on hannel height and
inlet velo ity. If not stated otherwise, all experimental for ed ows results are based on inlet velo ity
U1 = 20 m=s and a tuation frequen y f = 30 Hz
(StH = 0:08).
SuÆ iently long averages (more than 100 ensemble averages) were used to obtain statisti ally onverged frequen y responses. Note the enhan ed response of the unsteady pressure dynami s to for ing
in the broadband frequen y range surrounding the
non-dimensional frequen y range of 0:1 < StH <
0:2; Note that the Cp enhan ements be ome less as
the speed in reases, presumably be ause the nondimensional for ing amplitude (relative to the freestream speed) de reases for a xed input for ing am-

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

StH

Figure 5: Magnitudes of frequen y responses for
the di user mean pressure re overy oeÆ ient Cp at
three di erent inlet velo ities U1 = 20 m=s, 30 m=s,
and 40 m=s. The Strouhal frequen y has been

non-dimensionalized with the di user inlet hannel
height and the inlet ore speed. The di user angle
is 23Æ .

Smoke ow visualization of the un ontrolled and
ontrolled di user ows were performed to see the
oherent stru tures. Figure 6 displays instantaneous
snapshots of the unfor ed and a for ed ow, displaying large-s ale oherent stru tures in all the ases.
The for ing frequen y was hosen to be f = 30Hz
(StH = Hf=U1 = 0:08) whi h lies in a frequen y
band for whi h the Cp enhan ement was maximum.
Noti e that smoke tra es an be seen to be drawn to
the lower wall in the for ed ow indi ating e e tive
transport of high momentum uid in the ore region
toward the lower wall. It is believed that the modied oherent stru tures in the for ed ow are more
e e tive in enhan ing momentum ex hange between
the free-stream and the low-momentum, near-wall
ow.
This time-averaged hara teristi s of the for ed
ow are visualized by long exposure re ording of
the smoke visualization images. The exposure time
is about 30 se onds orresponding to about 12,000
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onve tive time units. In Fig. 6, the stru tures of
the unfor ed ow ( ) are farther away from the lower
di user wall than for for ed ow. The for ed ow
with a tuation Strouhal frequen y of StH = 0:08
(see Fig. 6(d)) displays an averaged ow eld pi ture with the smoke- lled ow lose to the lower wall
for an extended streamwise extent up to the di user
exit. Thus, the long-exposure visualization orroborate our on lusion that the large-s ale oherent
stru tures in the for ed ow appear to be more effe tive for the transversal momentum transfer than
natural ow.

(a)

(c)

for ing. A parti ularly e e tive de e tion was eviden ed at a for ing frequen y asso iated with the
largest Cp enhan ement.
In summary, the above experiments aimed at understanding the unsteady hara teristi s of a separated ow in nominally planar di user under unfor ed and for ed onditions revealed underlying organized spatiotemporal dynami s, and the dependen e of average performan e hara teristi s su h
as mean pressure re overy on the (organized) oherent stru ture dynami s. The experimental studies have resulted in: (i) a dynami al des ription of
ow separation in the di user; (ii) identi ation of
dynami signatures asso iated with separation (viz.
the riti al spatial and temporal s ales); and (iii) des ription and interpretation of the ow response (for
dynami as well as averaged hara teristi s) to unsteady for ing. In the following se tion we present
a redu ed-order model whi h aptures the dynami s of these large-s ale vorti al motions, permitting
ontrol analysis.

5.2 Vortex model results for performan e predi tion
(b)

(d)

Figure 6: Instantaneous snapshots of smoke visu-

alization for the unfor ed (a) and for ed ow (b),
and orresponding long-time integrated visualization images for the unfor ed ( ) and for ed ow
(d). The ow is from right to left with inlet velo ity
U1 = 20 m=s. The for ing frequen y is f = 30 Hz ,
i.e. StH = 0:08.

Time-averaged measurements of the mean velo ity pro le and u tuation levels at the di user exit
were made (see Fig. 7) to elu idate the e e tiveness of the for ed oherent stru tures in re-dire ting
higher momentum ow toward the wall. Pro les
were measured at three streamwise lo ations indiated in Fig. 1. These lo ations are x=H  0; 2:25; 4.
The pro les are displayed in Fig. 7 for the beginning of the diverging se tion (Fig. 7(a,b)), the midse tion (Fig. 7( ,d)) and the expansion exit (Fig.
7(e,f)), respe tively. The inlet ow was found the
have shape fa tors hara teristi for hannel ow
with fully developed turbulent boundary layers on
both walls. The results downstream display de e tion of the ow towards the lower wall as a result of

Experiments have indi ated that ontrol of transitory stall is asso iated with formation of shearlayer stru tures, whi h have been well des ribed
with vortex-based models in the literature. In this
se tion, we simulate the evolution of the vorti es using the vortex model dis ussed in x3 to gain insight
into the dynami s and formation of the oherent ow
stru tures. Care is taken to mat h geometry and a tuation parameters of the experiment.
In Figure 8, we show pro les of the time averaged horizontal omponent of velo ity omputed for
unfor ed ow and for open-loop for ing at Strouhal
number 0:15, a dimensionless frequen y roughly at
the peak of the experimental pressure re overy urve
in Figure 5. Before omparing these to the experimental pro les in Figure 7, we note that the hot-wire
measurements used to olle t the data for the experiment did not dis ern dire tion of the ow. Thus the
mean ba k ow apparent in the omputational proles would appear as a positive speed as shown in
the experimental data, if measured by the same hot
wire. The ba kward-blown tufts along the bottom
wall in Figure 4 and la k of smoke in the bottom
portion of the long time exposures in Figures 6 ,d indi ate a potentially substantial re ir ulation region
in a time-averaged sense. Time tra es of the omputational velo ity signal are highly unsteady and
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St = 0.15

u

St=0.0

Cp

y
Figure 8: Pro le of horizontal omponent of velo ity downstream of expansion in for ed and unfor ed
onditions predi ted by the vortex model

broad-band, indi ating a transitory stall behavior
as in the experiment.
Also like the experiment, the open-loop for ing
tends to dire t uid momentum toward the bottom
expanding wall on average, making the pro le more
full. The analysis in Se tion 4 indi ates that more
uniform exit pro les lead to improved pressure reovery. Employing the performan e measures developed previously, we present in Figure 9 a plot of
pressure re overy versus for ing frequen y using velo ity pro le data from simulations. Quantitatively,
it is lear that Cp is far too low. Currently we do not
have a rigorous explanation for this. We hypothesize
that the reverse velo ity in the re ir ulation region
is overpredi ed due to una ounted vis osity e e ts
or due to the dis repan y between the experimental
and theoreti al end onditions. An overpredi tion
of the negative velo ity an give rise to too small Cp
values as is evident from the analysis in x4. However, the pressure re overy urve in Figure 9 does
show the hara teristi peak. Further, the peak appears near StH = 0:15 as in the experiment.
Numeri al solutions display broad-band frequen y
spe tra, hara teristi of shear layers. Chara teristi
ow patterns hange with di erent for ing Strouhal
numbers. Typi al vortex stru tures for three ow
regimes are depi ted in Figure 10. The rst, Figure 10(a), shows irregular agglomerations of vortex elements that appear in the absen e of for ing.

St

Figure 9: Di user pressure re overy vs. Strouhal
number predi ted by vortex model.

At the optimal for ing, StH = 0:15, shown in Figure 10b, we observe that the a tuator organizes the
ow into large, well-spa ed lusters of vorti ity. Well
beyond the optimal for ing, StH = 0:35, the sinusoidal blowing and su tion still organizes the ow,
but the stru tures are not as pronoun ed.

5.3 Di user performan e analysis
with ontrol-volume model
Tab. 1 displays the experimental and for ed pressure re overy oeÆ ients from experiment and the
ontrol-volume model. The referen e planes of the
pressure re overy oeÆ ients are shortly before and
near the exit of the diverging di user se tion. In the
ontrol-volume model, the same inlet pro le is used
for natural and for ed ase sin e the pro le is nearly
uniform and hardly hanges under for ed onditions.
For ing is seen to strongly enhan e the Cp value
but the performan e remains signi antly smaller
the potential ow value, whi h is onsidered as the
upper bound. Apparently, small a tuation annot
gave rise to a nearly uniform exit pro le required
for nearly optimum performan e.
The theoreti al Cp value of experimental data
slightly overpredi ts the experimental data. Overpredi tion was to be expe ted due to the negle tion
of the v-velo ity and w- omponent in the derivation.
A non-uniform pressure distribution may also ontribute to the error.
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Table 1: Control-volume model applied to the experimental data presented in Fig. 7. The supers ript
'exp' refers to experimental data and ' vm' refers to
data from the ontrol-volume model. The pressurere overy oeÆ ient is based on the maximum inlet
velo ity.

(a)

ase
H2 =H1

unfor ed

Cpot
p
Cpvm
Cexp
p

(b)

0:24
0:19
1:046
0:004
4:98
0:41
0:29
0:05

1
0
1
1
2
0
2
1

Cp0; vm
Cp1; vm
(c)

Figure 10: Typi al vortex stru tures for (a) unfor ed
di user ow; (b) StH = 0:15; ( ) StH = 0:35.
Flu tuation is seen to redu e pressure re overy by
25% and 10% under natural and for ed ondition,
respe tively. Flu tuation hen e seems to have an
ambivalent role. On the one hand, it is a ne essary
prerequisite for mixing and a fuller exit pro le, on
the other hand it adds to the pressure losses. Note
the absolute u tuation penalty for for ing to the
pressure re overy oeÆ ient is very small, i.e. only
0:01 whereupon an bene t in terms of the Cp inrease is 0:41. The true value for the pressure loss
due to u tuation is expe ted to be larger due to the
negle ted v- omponent. This negle ted ontribution
may a ount for a large portion of the di eren e between experimental and model-based Cp values.
The ontrol-volume model reveals that the pressure losses an mostly be attributed, analyzed and
explained in the frame-work of momentum ux dif-

for ed at 30 Hz
2:64
0:85
0:66
0:58
|
|
1:54
0:42
0:72
0:06

feren es at the inlet and the exit | even under ow
onditions with large-s ale unsteadiness. Another
intriguing on lusion is that the energy ux assoiated with turbulent kineti energy hardly hanges
under for ing, the ux merely be omes more eÆ ient
in mixing high- and low-momentum uid. This onlusion is onsistent with orresponding observations
in the experiment and modeling se tions.

6

Dis ussion

A two-dimensional vortex model has su essfully
qualitatively (and to some extent quantitatively) reprodu ed the dominant features of a for ed separated ow. This redu ed-order model seems to apture the shear layer dynami s, the organizing e e t
of external (unsteady) for ing on the large-s ale vortex dynami s and the wall e e ts surprisingly well.
Consequently, performan e enhan ement (namely,
the di user pressure re overy) due to unsteady for ing is also aptured well by the model and validated
by experiments.
However, there exist noti eable quantitative differen es between the model and experiments. Examples are the over-predi ted strength of the re irulation zone and the under-predi tion of the pressure re overy. The dis repan ies an partly be attributed to the assumption of two-dimensionality.
Sin e the turbulent boundary layer may have or-
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ganized three-dimensional stru tures and ne-s ale
turbulen e (not resolved in the model), the extent
mixing (of the high momentum free-stream ow with
the near-wall ow) may be under-predi ted; this will
result in an under-predi tion of the pressure re overy
as well. Even two-dimensional dire t Navier-Stokes
simulations (at lower Re) at UTRC [18℄ displayed
omparable dis repan ies for similar reasons. Another simpli ation in the model is the invis id ow
assumption. This negle t of the no-slip ondition
and vis osity e e t may be the reason for the overpredi ted strength of the re ir ulation zone. Di erent end (parti ularly, in ow and out ow) onditions
in the model (e.g. a straight hannel extension following the expansion) and in the experiments (having a free exit for the expansion into the ambient)
may also ontribute to the dis repan ies between the
experiment and model.

7

Con luding remarks and
outlook

We have demonstrated, using experiments in a planar di user and redu ed-order models, that separation ontrol an be a hieved by ex iting oherent
vorti al shear-layer stru tures. Exploratory experiments have shown that the pressure re overy of a
highly separated di user ow an be signi antly
enhan ed with low levels of external for ing. This
suggests promise for obtaining large performan e
bene ts with small ontrol energy input. Under
for ed onditions, we show performan e enhan ement to be orrelated with fuller exit mean velo ity pro les and a pronoun ed vortex formation in a
relatively narrow frequen y band, orresponding to
(non-dimensional) Strouhal frequen ies between 0:1
and 0:2. These observations suggest that the unsteady for ing feeds energy into oherent vortex motion, thereby enhan ing the ex hange of momentum
between the free-stream and near-wall ows. Similar
experimental observations and interpretations have
been noted by several investigators in the past (e.g.
[7℄ studies of lift enhan ement in ow past highangle-of-atta k airfoils). The la k of physi s-based
redu ed-order models apturing su h experimentally
ontrolled ow features motivated our e orts to develop a moderate dimensional, vortex model for twodimensional ow.
The hypothesis of ex iting bene ial oherent
stru tures for the pressure re overy is orroborated
by our two-dimensional vortex model. The model

establishes a redu ed-order link between unsteady
for ing and performan e. The model simulation aptures the spatiotemporal evolution of the large-s ale
shear layer dynami s in the separated ow region in
that it des ribes the vortex roll-up, su essive mergings and asso iated spreading, and broadband frequen y spe tra (validated by experimental measurements) reasonably well. In doing so, the model displays the sensitivity of the separated ow vortex dynami s to dis rete frequen y for ing (as observed in
experiments). Most importantly, the pressure re overy improvement with an ex itation of pronoun ed
oherent vortex motion at a preferred frequen y is
orre tly predi ted. Optimal pressure re overy and
preferred frequen ies are in reasonable agreement
with experimental measurements. The interpretation that for ed mixing enhan es the pressure reovery has been orroborated with ontrol-volume
analysis.
The present study is a part of ongoing e orts towards model-based ow ontrol to guide prototype
experiments, i.e. to predi t natural and ex itable
ow phenomena, to suggest a tuator distribution
and to optimize ontrol laws. Thus, expensive experimentation may be avoided by employing a hierar hy of physi s-based models. Computationally
inexpensive redu ed-order models, similar to our 2D
vortex model, enable exploratory studies for several
ontrol strategies while resolving only a few relevant
ow phenomena. The ontrol solutions suggested
by these models may then be validated by highdelity simulations (typi ally, prohibitively expensive) su h as large-eddy simulations. Novel ontrol
design based on appli ation of ontrol and optimization theory tools to the vortex models are urrently
being pursued and will be reported elsewhere.
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Figure 7: Time averaged mean velo ity (a, ,e) and rms-velo ity (b,d,f) pro les at various streamwise lo ations
in the di user for the unfor ed and for ed ows. U en denotes the lo al enterline peak velo ity, and H
denotes the inlet hannel height. For details see text.
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